Ocean Wave Quilters – Virtual Show and Tell – April 28, 2020

Kathy M.’s Men’s Ties
“The beginning of the men’s tie piece. I thought it
would be so easy, but if I space out (which I have a
few times) the pattern is lost. Never again with the
ties.”

Jeanne K.’s Modern Scrappy

Linda W.’s Drunkard’s Path
Linda titled her e-mail to me “Longest Quilt
Retreat Ever”

Jenna G.’s UFO No More
“A UFO from many years ago, a group
quilt. Blocks were made by Nancy L.,
Cindi Jo W., Jean H. and Nancy H-P, I
think. “

Kim R.’s flowers

“My favorite flowery drapes were
altered over the course of four moves
in 15 years – now a few yards have
been repurposed into a 9-patcch wall
hanging quilt.”

Tracy S.’s Strippy Quilt
“I'm calling this Life Cycles
because it has scraps from
almost every quilt I've ever
made for every type of
event!”

Sharon L.’s Sunflowers
“We always invite Howard’s late parents’
caretaker, Edith, to join us for Christmas breakfast.
I was showing her photos of some of my quilts
when she said, ‘I’d love to have a quilt. One with
flowers.’ DONE! I learned to make sunflowers from
all of the McKenna Ryan patterns I’ve done over
the years. And the quote by Stephen Curry just
seemed to fit:
Plant seeds every single day that you know who
you are, you know what you’re about, and you
know what goals you’ve set for yourself.
So, I titled this small 18x28 quilt ‘Plant Seeds’.
And I learned how to run fabric through my ink jet
printer – the possibilities are endless!”

Becky B.’s Stars
“These are my stars from the appliqué class.
I’m hand echo quilting each star and the
borders. It’s my therapy. Stay safe and
healthy.”

Nancy K.’s – Mary’s Quilt
“The pattern is Pagoda Curves. I call it ‘Mary’s
Quilt’ because it’s for my friend Mary.”

Also from Nancy K. – Abalone Fantasy
“This is from our paper piecing class.”

Daisy W.’s Quilt
“Another donated panel!”

Dee G.’s Water Tower
For the Iconic Mendocino Buildings
challenge. (WOW!)

Also from Dee:

Evelyn H.’s quilt
“Here is the quilt I made out of the packet I
won in the name tag drawing last month.
When life hands you lemons...”

Sandi S.’s project
“I’ve been making lots of masks for
relatives & friends.”

Sharon G.’s African Safari
(Apologies for the less-thanideal photo…. Just came off
my quilting frame and I
wasn’t expecting the photo
to be published… Sharon
L.)

Phoebe G’s Sashiko
“I started working on this piece
when the ‘Shelter in Place’
order was issued.”

Marcia W’s project

“What have I done with my
time and free Shutterfly
coupons from Safeway?
PROJECTS! The book Quilts
by Marcia was one of the first
I did - MEMORIES!”

